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The sattering of a weakly bound three-body system by a target is disussed. A transformed
harmoni osillator basis is used to provide an appropriate disrete and nite basis for treating
the ontinuum part of the spetrum of the projetile. The ontinuum-disretized oupled-hannels
framework is used for the sattering alulations. The formalism is applied to dierent reations,
6
He+
12
C at 229.8 MeV,
6
He+
64
Zn at 10 and 13.6 MeV, and
6
He+
208
Pb at 22 MeV, indued by the
Borromean nuleus
6
He. Both the Coulomb and nulear interations with a target are taken into
aount.
PACS numbers: 21.45.+v,21.10.-k,27.20.+n,24.10.-i,24.10.Eq,25.60.-t,25.60.Bx,03.65.Ca
I. INTRODUCTION
The development of radioative nulear beam faili-
ties has allowed the study of nulei far from the line
of stability, bringing to the fore new nulear struture
problems. A signiant topi in reent years has been
the study of halo nulei [1, 2, 3℄. These are weakly
bound, spatially extended systems, typially omprising
a ore and one or two valene nuleons. Partiularly in-
teresting examples of suh systems are Borromean nu-
lei, i.e., three-body omposite systems with no binary
bound states. These nulei have attrated speial atten-
tion beause their loosely bound nature reets a deliate
interplay between two- and three-body fores, onstitut-
ing a hallenge to existing theories, and a motivation for
the development of new ones. The detailed struture of
the ontinuum spetrum of these systems is still not fully
understood, partially due to the ambiguities assoiated
with the underlying fores between the onstituents. Due
to their low binding energy, halo nulei are easily broken
up in the nulear and Coulomb eld of the target nu-
leus. Therefore few-body reation theories, developed
to extrat reliable information from experimental data
of reations involving loosely bound systems, have to in-
lude, as an essential ingredient, a realisti desription of
oupling to the ontinuum part of the spetrum.
From the theoretial point of view, the treatment of re-
ations involving loosely bound systems must deal with
the ompliation that these ontinuum breakup states
are not square-normalizable. A onvenient method to
irumvent this problem is to replae the states in the
ontinuum by a nite set of normalized states, thus pro-
viding a disrete basis that, hopefully, an be trunated
to a small number of states and yet provide a reliable
desription of the ontinuum. Several presriptions to
onstrut suh a disrete basis have been proposed. For
two-body omposite systems, where the ontinuum states
are easily alulated, one an use a disretization proe-
dure in whih the ontinuum spetrum is trunated at a
maximum exitation energy and divided into energy in-
tervals. For eah interval, or bin, a normalizable state is
onstruted by superposition of sattering states within
that bin interval. The method, normally used in the
ontinuum-disretized oupled-hannels (CDCC) frame-
work [4, 5℄, has been very useful in the desription of elas-
ti and breakup observables in reations involving weakly
bound two-body projetiles.
An alternative to the binning proedure is to represent
the ontinuum spetrum by the eigenstates of the internal
Hamiltonian in a basis of square integrable (or L2) fun-
tions, suh as Laguerre [6, 7, 8℄, Gaussian [9, 10℄ or Stur-
mian [11, 12, 13, 14℄ funtions. In pratie, the diagonal-
ization is performed in a nite (trunated) set of states
and the resulting eigenstates, also known as pseudo-states
(PS), are regarded as a nite and disrete representation
of the spetrum of the system. The pseudo-states are
then used within a oupled-hannels alulation in the
same way as the ontinuum bins.
The PS method has the appealing feature of being
readily appliable also to desribe the spetrum of three-
body systems, in whih ase the Hamiltonian is diagonal-
ized in a omplete set of square-integrable funtions for
the three-body Hilbert spae. Several appliations of this
method an be found in the literature, for both struture
[15℄ and reation problems [16℄. In the latter ase, the
method is an extension of the CDCC formalism to re-
ations with three-body projetiles, using a pseudo-state
model for the ontinuum.
One suh PS method proposed reently is the Trans-
formed Harmoni Osillator (THO) method [17, 18℄.
Given the ground-state wave funtion of the system, the
THO method performs a Loal Sale Transformation
2(LST) [19℄ that onverts the bound ground-state wave
funtion of the system into the ground-state wave fun-
tion of a Harmoni Osillator (HO). One the LST is
obtained, the HO basis an be transformed, by the in-
verse LST, to a disrete basis in the physial spae. The
THO basis funtions are not eigenfuntions of the Hamil-
tonian (exept for the ground state) but the Hamiltonian
an be diagonalized in an appropriate trunated basis
to produe approximate eigenvalues and eigenfuntions.
This method has been shown to be useful for desribing
the two-body ontinuum in both struture [17, 18, 20℄
and sattering [21, 22, 23℄ problems. In a reent work
[24℄ the THO method was generalized to desribe ontin-
uum states of three-body systems, based on expansion
in Hyperspherial Harmonis (HH) [25℄. In partiular
the method was applied to the Borromean nuleus
6
He,
for whih several strength funtions, inluding the dipole
and quadrupole Coulomb transition strengths, were al-
ulated. These observables are found to onverge quikly
with respet to the number of THO basis states inluded.
Furthermore, the alulated strength distributions are in
very good agreement with those obtained using three-
body sattering wave funtions [26℄.
Most of our knowledge of
6
He omes from the analy-
sis of reations where seondary beams ollide with sta-
ble nulei. These experiments have been performed with
both light [27, 28℄ and heavy targets [29, 30, 31, 32, 33℄,
and at low and high energies, providing a body of data
whih an be used to benhmark reation and struture
models. The theoretial understanding of reations in-
volving a three-body projetile, suh as
6
He, is a ompli-
ated task beause it requires the solution of a four-body
sattering problem. At high energies, a variety of approx-
imations have been used suh as semilassial approxima-
tions [34, 35, 36℄, frozen halo or adiabati approximations
[37, 38℄, Multiple Sattering expansions [39, 40, 41℄, four-
body DWBA [42, 43℄, among others. However, at ener-
gies of a few MeV per nuleon, some of these approxima-
tions are not justied. Then the use of the CDCCmethod
is an alternative to solve these problems. For a four-body
problem (three-body projetile) this method has already
been applied using a PS basis based on Gaussian fun-
tions. The sattering of
6
He by
12
C [16℄ and
209
Bi [44℄
have been studied. In both ases a good agreement was
obtained with the experimental data of Refs. [45, 46℄ and
[31℄, respetively.
In this work, we study the sattering of a three-body
projetile by a target using the CDCC formalism. The
novel feature of the present approah is the use of the
THO PS basis to represent the states of the projetile.
These states are then used to generate the projetile-
target oupling potentials that enter the system of ou-
pled equations. Furthermore, we have developed a new
proedure to alulate these oupling potentials making
use of an expansion of the wave funtions of the projetile
internal states in a HH basis.
This paper is strutured as follows. In Setion II the
three-body disretization method is presented. In Se-
tion III the multipole expansion of the interation poten-
tial between the projetile and the target is addressed.
In Setion IV we desribe the three-body model for the
Borromean nuleus
6
He. In Setion V we apply the for-
malism to the reations
6
He+12C at Elab=229.8 MeV,
6
He+64Zn at Elab=13.6 and 10 MeV, and
6
He+208Pb at
Elab=22 MeV. Finally, Setion VI summarizes and draws
onlusions.
II. THREE-BODY CONTINUUM
DISCRETIZATION METHOD
The THO disretization method applied to a three-
body system is desribed in detail in Ref. [24℄. For om-
pleteness, in this Setion we outline the main features of
the formalism. In the three-body ase, it is onvenient
to work with the hyperspherial oordinates {ρ, α, x̂, ŷ}.
They are obtained from the Jaobi oordinates {x,y}
that are illustrated in Fig. 1. The variable x is propor-
tional to the relative oordinate between two of the parti-
les, with a saling fator depending on their masses [20℄
and y is proportional to the oordinate from the enter
of mass of these two partiles to the third partile, again
with a saling fator depending on their masses. From
these oordinates, the hyperradius (ρ) and the hyperan-
gle (α) are dened as ρ =
√
x2 + y2 and tanα = x/y.
Obviously there are three dierent Jaobi sets but ρ is
the same for all of them.
For a three-body system the disretization method has
two parts. First, the wave funtions of the system are
expanded in Hyperspherial Harmonis (HH) [25℄. We
dene states of good total angular momentum as
Yβjµ(Ω) =
∑
νι
〈jabνIι|jµ〉χ
ι
I
×
∑
mlσ
〈lmlSxσ|jabν〉Υ
lxly
Klml
(Ω)χσSx , (1)
where Υ
lxly
Klm(Ω) are the hyperspherial harmonis that
depend on the angular variables Ω ≡ {α, x̂, ŷ}, χσSx is
the spin wave funtion of the two partiles related by
the oordinate x, and χιI is the spin funtion of the
third partile. Eah omponent of the wavefuntion
(or hannel) is dened by the set of quantum numbers
β ≡ {K, lx, ly, l, Sx, jab}. Here, K is the hypermomen-
tum, lx and ly are the orbital angular momenta assoi-
ated with the Jaobi oordinates x and y, l = lx + ly is
the total orbital angular momentum, Sx is the spin of the
partiles related by the oordinate x, and jab = l + Sx.
Finally, j = jab+I is the total angular momentum, with
I the spin of the third partile, whih we assume xed.
The physial states of the system an now be expressed
as a linear ombination of the states given by Eq. (1) as
ψjµ(ρ,Ω) =
∑
β
Rβj(ρ)Yβjµ(Ω), (2)
where {Rβj} are the hyperradial wave funtions.
3Seondly, the THO method is used to obtain the fun-
tions Rβj(ρ). Writing the ground-state wave funtion in
the form of Eq. (2), the equation that denes the LST
for eah hannel β is
|NBβ|
2
∫ ρ
0
dρ′ρ′5|RBβ(ρ
′)|2 =
∫ s
0
ds′s′5|RHO0K (s
′)|2, (3)
where RBβ(ρ) is the bound ground-state hyperradial
wave funtion for the hannel β, with NBβ the normal-
ization fator, and RHO0K (s) is the ground-state hyperra-
dial wave funtion of the HO for the hypermomentum
K, that is already normalized. Finally, the THO basis is
onstruted for eah hannel by applying the LST, sβ(ρ),
to the HO basis
RTHOiβ (ρ) =
NiK
N0K
NBβRBβ(ρ)L
K+2
i (sβ(ρ)
2), (4)
ψTHOiβjµ (ρ,Ω) = R
THO
iβ (ρ)Yβjµ(Ω) (5)
where the Lλi (t) are generalized Laguerre polynomials
and NiK is the normalization onstant of the HO basis.
Here the index i denotes the number of hyperradial exi-
tations. Note that as i inreases, the funtions RTHOiβ (ρ)
beome more osillatory and explore larger distanes.
For hannels with quantum numbers that do not on-
tribute to the ground-state wave funtion, the (ground
state) hannel with the losest quantum labels to the
hannel of interest is used to onstrut the LST. One im-
portant point onerns the label K whih governs the ρK
behavior of the hyperradial wave funtion lose to the
origin. To guarantee the orret behavior of the wave-
funtion, we selet a hannel from the ground-state wave
funtion with the same K. If this is not possible, a han-
nel with K−1 is used and the orresponding hyperradial
wave funtion is then multiplied by ρ.
The required disrete eigenstates are now alulated by
diagonalizing the three-body Hamiltonian of the proje-
tile in a nite THO basis up to nb hyperradial exitations
in eah hannel,
φTHOnjµ (x,y) =
∑
β
nb∑
i=0
Ciβjn ψ
THO
iβjµ (ρ,Ω), (6)
where n labels the eigenstates for a given angular momen-
tum j and εnj will be the assoiated energy. Replaing in
this expression the funtions ψTHOiβjµ (ρ,Ω) by their expliit
expansion in terms of the HH, Eq. (5), and performing
the sum in the index i for i = 0, . . . , nb, we an express
the PS basis states as
φTHOnjµ (x,y) =
∑
β
RTHOnβj (ρ)Yβjµ(Ω). (7)
Note that the hoie of the HO parameter has no in-
uene in the alulation of the LST sine hanges to
this parameter are equivalent to making a linear trans-
formation in the osillator variable s. This gives the same
result for the right part of Eq. (3).
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Figure 1: (Color online) Relevant oordinates for the satter-
ing of a three-body projetile by a strutureless target.
III. MULTIPOLE EXPANSION OF THE
PROJECTILE-TARGET POTENTIAL
The eigenstates given in Eq. (7) are a disrete repre-
sentation of the states of the three-body projetile. From
them, the four-body wavefuntion of the projetile-target
system, shematially depited in Fig. 1, is formed as
ΨJM (R,x,y) =
∑
njµLML
φTHOnjµ (x,y)〈LMLjµ|JM〉i
L
× YLML(R̂)
1
R
fJLnj(R), (8)
whereR is the oordinate from the target to the enter of
mass of the projetile, L is the orbital angular momentum
of the projetile-target relative motion and J is the total
angular momentum, J = L + j. The radial funtions
fJLnj(R) satisfy the system of oupled equations[
−
h¯2
2mr
(
d2
dR2
−
L(L+ 1)
R2
)
+ εnj − E
]
fJLnj(R)
+
∑
L′n′j′
iL
′
−LV JLnj,L′n′j′(R)f
J
L′n′j′(R) = 0, (9)
where mr is the redued mass of the projetile-target
system. The oupling potentials V JLnj,L′n′j′(R) are then
V JLnj,L′n′j′ (R) = 〈LnjJM |V̂pt(r1, r2, r3)|L
′n′j′JM〉,
(10)
where the ket |LnjJM〉 denotes the funtion
ΦJMLnj(R̂,x,y) given by
ΦJMLnj(R̂,x,y) =
∑
µML
φTHOnjµ (x,y)〈LMLjµ|JM〉YLML(R̂).
(11)
To alulate these oupling potentials, a multipole ex-
pansion of the projetile-target interation is developed.
The proedure is analogous to that for a three-body
problem reported in Ref. [47℄. In that work the tradi-
tional method of bin averaging was used as disretization
method instead of the THO method. We assume that the
projetile-target interation is the sum of the interations
of eah partile of the projetile with the target, Vkt(rk)
with k = 1, 2, 3. For eah pair potential, an appropriate
4Jaobi set is hosen so that the orresponding oordinate
rk depends only on the vetorsR and yk. Assuming that
the potentials are entral, the oeients of the multipole
expansion are generated as
VkQ(R, yk) =
1
2
∫ +1
−1
V k(rk)PQ(zk)dzk, (12)
where PQ(zk) is a Legendre polynomial, Q is the mul-
tipole order and zk = ŷk · R̂ is the osine of the angle
between yk and R. So, the oupling potential an be
expressed as
V JLnj,L′n′j′(R) =
∑
Q
(−1)J−jLˆLˆ′
(
L Q L′
0 0 0
)
W (LL′jj′, QJ)FQnj,n′j′(R), (13)
where the radial form fator FQnj,n′j′ (R) is
FQnj,n′j′(R) = (−1)
Q+2j−j′ jˆjˆ′(2Q+ 1)
∑
ββ′
3∑
k=1
∑
βkβ
′
k
NββkNβ′β′k
× (−1)lxk+Sxk+j
′
abk−jabk−Ikδlxkl′xkδSxkS
′
xk
lˆyk lˆ
′
yk lˆk lˆ
′
k jˆabk jˆ
′
abk
(
lyk Q l
′
yk
0 0 0
)
× W (lkl
′
klykl
′
yk;Qlxk)W (jabkj
′
abklkl
′
k;QSxk)W (jj
′jabkj
′
abk;QIk)
×
∫ ∫
(sinαk)
2(cosαk)
2dαk ρ
5dρ RTHOnβj (ρ)ϕ
lxklyk
Kk
(αk)V
k
Q(R, yk)ϕ
lxkl
′
yk
K′
k
(αk)R
THO
n′β′j′ (ρ), (14)
with βk being the set of quantum numbers in the k'th
Jaobi system where the potential depends on xk, and
β being the set in the Jaobi system in whih the states
of the projetile are alulated. The matrix elements
Nββk transform the hyperangular, angular and spin part
of the wave funtions from one Jaobi set to another.
Their expliit expression as a funtion of the Raynal-
Revai oeients is developed in Ref. [48℄. Note that
Eqs. (13) and (14) are ompletely general, and do not
depend on the nature of the basis.
IV. STRUCTURE MODEL FOR
6
HE
The
6
He nuleus is treated here as a three-body sys-
tem, omprising an inert α ore and two valene neu-
trons. The ground state has total angular momentum
jpi = 0+ with experimental binding energy of 0.973 MeV.
The ground state wave funtion was obtained by solv-
ing the Shrödinger equation in hyperspherial oordi-
nates, following the proedure desribed in [25, 48℄, and
making use of the odes fae [48℄+ sturmxx [49℄. In
these alulations, the n-4He potential was taken from
Ref. [50℄. It onsists of an energy independent Woods-
Saxon potential, supplemented by a spin-orbit term with
a Woods-Saxon derivative radial shape. This potential
reprodues the low-energy s- and p-phase shifts up to 10
MeV. For the NN interation we used the potential pro-
posed by Gogny, Pires and Tourreil (GPT) [51℄, whih
ontains entral, spin-orbit and tensor omponents. This
interation was developed to give simultaneously an a-
eptable t to two nuleon sattering data up to 300 MeV
and to desribe reasonably the properties for nite nu-
lei, partiularly the radii, within the Hartree-Fok ap-
proximation. Besides the two-body (n − n and n − α)
potentials, the model Hamiltonian also inludes a simple
phenomenologial three-body fore, depending only on
the hyperradius, aording to the following power form
v3b(ρ) = −
a
1 + (ρ/b)c
, (15)
where a, b, and c are adjustable parameters. This po-
tential is introdued to orret the under-binding aused
by our neglet of other ongurations, suh as the t+t
hannel.
We have performed dierent alulations that trunate
the maximum hypermomentum at Kmax = 2, 4, 6, 8, and
10, respetively. For eah value of Kmax, the three-body
potential has been adjusted to give the same binding en-
ergy and mean square radius (for jpi = 0+ states) and the
same position for the 2+ resonane (for jpi = 2+ states).
The latter value was also used for the jpi = 1− states.
50
10
20
30
ε(M
eV
)
0+ 1- 2+
Figure 2: Energy spetrum of the states with jpi = 0+, jpi =
1
−
, and jpi = 2+ up to 30 MeV exitation, obtained for a
THO basis with Kmax = 8 and nb = 4.
The parameter a varies with Kmax and j, being of the
order of 4 MeV for jpi = 0+ and 3 MeV for jpi = 1−, 2+.
The parameter b varies with Kmax, within the range 4-6
fm. The parameter c was xed to 3 in all ases.
The number of hannels β for eah alulation in-
reases drastially with Kmax, making the alulations
muh more demanding omputationally. In the follow-
ing, unless stated otherwise, the alulations presented
use the basis with Kmax = 8. As we will show below,
this basis provides onverged results with respet to the
hypermomentum for all the reations onsidered in this
work. For this ase, the number of hannels β is 15 for
jpi = 0+, 26 for jpi = 1− and 46 for jpi = 2+. The al-
ulated three-body wave funtion has a binding energy
of 0.95372 MeV and a rms point nuleon matter radius
of 2.46 fm when assuming an alpha-partile rms matter
radius of 1.47 fm.
The Jaobi set in whih the two neutrons are related
by the oordinate x is hosen to generate the THO ba-
sis. Applying the THO method and diagonalizing the
Hamiltonian in a nite THO basis, a set of eigenstates
is obtained. For j = 0+, the diagonalization produes
a state with negative energy, that orresponds to the
ground state of the system. The remaining eigenvalues
appear at positive energy, and are then assoiated with
a disrete representation of the ontinuum spetrum. As
an example, in Fig. 2 we present the distribution of eigen-
values obtained for a basis with nb = 4, for the states
j = 0+, j = 1−, and j = 2+ up to 30 MeV.
V. APPLICATION TO REACTIONS
In this Setion we apply the formalism developed in
Se. III to dierent reations indued by
6
He, taking
the eigenstates obtained with the THO basis to repre-
sent the projetile states. We note that, even for a small
value of nb, the THO method will produe eigenstates
at very high exitation energies. States above a ertain
exitation energy will not be relevant for the desription
of the ollision proess, sine they will be very weakly
oupled. For this reason, in these alulations the basis
is trunated at a maximum exitation energy, and only
those eigenstates below this value were inluded in the
oupled-hannels alulation. The maximum energy is
hosen independently for eah reation and eah nb, in
order to ahieve onvergene of the results with respet
to this energy.
In the present alulations, only the
6
He states with
j = 0+, 1−, 2+ are onsidered. Previous CDCC alula-
tions for the reations studied in this work [16, 44, 52℄
have shown that using these partial waves is suient
to obtain onverged results and to desribe satisfatorily
the existing data for suh reations. We did not attempt
to inlude higher partial waves, sine this would make
the alulations very demanding omputationally .
For these inluded jpi states the oupling potentials
given by Eq. (13) are alulated for multipolarities Q =
0, 1, 2. Both Coulomb and nulear interations were in-
luded. We emphasize that ontinuum-ontinuum ou-
plings were also inluded. The diagonal as well as non-
diagonal oupling potentials were generated by folding
the neutron-target and α-target interations aording
to Eq. (10). These interations are represented by phe-
nomenologial optial potentials at the relevant proje-
tile inident energy per nuleon [53℄. Then, the oupled
equations (9) are solved with the ode freso [54℄, that
reads the oupling potentials from external les. In most
ases, the Numerov method was used to solve the oupled
equations. However, in some ases, partiularly when
exitation energies lose to the total kineti energy are
involved, this method was found to be numerially un-
stable, and the R-matrix method [55℄ was used instead.
This method is more time onsuming but has the advan-
tage of being numerially more stable. In the following,
we present the results for dierent reations for whih
experimental data exist.
6
He+12C. We study this reation at 229.8 MeV, for
omparison with the experimental data of Lapoux et
al. [45℄. The n+12C potential was taken from the global
parametrization of Watson et al. [56℄. The α+12C poten-
tial was represented in terms of a standard Woods-Saxon
shape with the parameters adjusted in order to reprodue
the elasti data for this system at 34.75 MeV per nuleon
[57℄. The parameters for these potentials are listed in
Table I.
The oupled equations were solved up to J = 70 and
the solutions were mathed to their asymptoti form at
the radius Rm = 200 fm. In Fig. 3 we present the an-
gular distribution of the elasti dierential ross setion
relative to Rutherford. The thik solid line is the full
CDCC result for a basis with nb=4. This alulation re-
produes the data fairly well (open irles) up to 10
◦
,
but it learly underestimates the data points at larger
angles. Interestingly, this eet was also found in the
phenomenologial analysis of Lapoux et al. [45℄, as well
6Table I: Optial model parameters used in this work. All po-
tentials are parametrized using the usual Woods-Saxon form,
with a real volume part and volume (Wv) and surfae (Wd)
imaginary part. Redued radii are related to physial radii
by R = r0A
1/3
T .
System V0 r0 a0 Wv Wd ri ai
(MeV) (fm) (fm) (MeV) (MeV) (fm) (fm)
n+12C 49.46 1.115 0.57 3.05 7.48 1.15 0.5
α+12C 100. 1.289 0.71 19.98 1.738 0.495
n+64Zn 51.82 1.203 0.668 0.29 1.203 0.668
5.97 1.279 0.534
α+64Zn 123 1.676 0.43 20.40 1.467 0.43
n+208Pb 47.37 1.222 0.726 6.24 1.302 0.351
α+208Pb 96.44 1.376 0.625 32. 1.216 0.42
as in the four-body CDCC alulation of Matsumoto et
al. [16℄ for the same reation. We also show the analo-
gous alulation when omitting all the ouplings to the
ontinuum (one hannel alulation) with a dashed line.
For the reation at 229.8MeV we onlude that the eet
of oupling to the ontinuum is a redution of the ross
setion for angles beyond 5
◦
. This eet has also been
observed in the sattering of
11
Be+
12
C at E ≃ 49 MeV
per nuleon [37℄, and is probably present in other rea-
tions indued by weakly bound projetiles at energies of
a few tens of MeV per nuleon. That the no-ontinuum
oupling alulation reprodues the data reasonably well
at the larger angles is probably fortuitous, and annot be
attributed to the adequay of this approximation. As we
have shown, ontinuum ouplings are very important in
this reation.
We also show in Fig. 3 the full CDCC alulation for
nb=2 (dotted line). This alulation is pratially undis-
tinguishable from the alulation with nb=4, indiating
that it is not neessary in this ase to have a very pre-
ise disretization of the ontinuum in terms of exitation
energy. We found that a maximum exitation energy of
εmax =30 MeV provided good onvergene for all the val-
ues of nb presented.
6
He+64Zn. We have studied this reation at two dif-
ferent energies, namely, 13.6 MeV and 10 MeV, for whih
experimental data exist [58℄. The n+64Zn potential was
taken from the global parametrization of Koning and De-
larohe [59℄. For the α+64Zn system, we took the opti-
al potential derived in Ref. [58℄. The parameters are
listed in Table I. The oupled equations were solved up
to J = 60 and 40, respetively, and for projetile-target
separations up to Rm = 100 fm.
In Figs. 4 and 5 we present the experimental and alu-
lated angular distributions of the elasti ross setion for
these two reations. The dashed lines orrespond to the
one hannel alulations (i.e., omitting the ontinuum)
and the thik solid lines are the full four-body CDCC
alulations for a basis with nb =4.
At Elab=13.6 MeV (Fig. 4), the one-hannel alula-
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Figure 3: (Color online) Elasti dierential ross setion rela-
tive to Rutherford as a funtion of the sattering angle in the
projetile-target enter of mass for the reation
6
He+
12
C at
Elab=229.8 MeV. Experimental data are from Ref. [45℄.
tion exhibits a pronouned rainbow peak at around 30
◦
,
whih is muh smaller in the data. Also, this alulation
gives a too small ross setion at large angles. Inlu-
sion of ouplings to the ontinuum suppresses this rain-
bow, and enhanes the bakward angles ross setion,
improving the agreement with the data in the whole an-
gular range. In the same gure, we also show the full
CDCC alulation for a basis with nb=2 (dotted) and
6 (dot-dashed). These two alulations are very lose
to nb=4 showing a very good onvergene with respet
nb. The maximum exitation energy required for on-
vergene depended somewhat on the value of nb, ranging
from εmax=7 MeV (for nb=2) to εmax=6 MeV (for nb=6)
At Elab=10 MeV (Fig. 5), the full CDCC alulation
also improves the agreement with the data at bakward
angles, although some underestimation remains. Inter-
estingly, the data suggests the presene of a rainbow at
around 50
◦
, whih is not present in our alulation. It
should be noted that the experimental error bars are large
at this energy, so more aurate measurements would be
needed to make more denite onlusions about this ap-
parent disrepany. Again, in the same gure, we show
the full CDCC alulation for a basis with nb=2 (dotted)
and 6 (dot-dashed). In this ase, we nd that the onver-
gene with respet nb is slower. However the alulations
with nb=4 and 6 are quite lose and give a reasonable
onvergene. As in the previous ase, the maximum ex-
itation energy required for onvergene depended some-
what on the value of nb, ranging from εmax=9 MeV (for
nb=2) to εmax=5 MeV (for nb=6).
6
He+208Pb. We have performed alulations for this
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Figure 4: (Color online) Elasti dierential ross setion rel-
ative to Rutherford as a funtion of the .m. sattering angle
for the reation
6
He+
64
Zn at Elab=13.6 MeV. Experimental
data are from Ref. [58℄.
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Figure 5: (Color online) Elasti dierential ross setion rel-
ative to Rutherford as a funtion of the .m. sattering angle
for the reation
6
He+
64
Zn at Elab=10 MeV. Experimental
data are from Ref. [58℄.
reation at 22 MeV, in order to ompare with the reent
data of Sánhez-Benítez et al. [60℄. We took the n+208Pb
potential from Ref. [61℄ and the α+208Pb potential from
Ref. [62℄. The parameters for these potentials are also
listed in Table I. The oupled equations were solved up
to J = 150 and mathed to their asymptoti solution at
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Figure 6: Convergene of the dierential elasti ross setion
with respet to Kmax, for the reation
6
He+
208
Pb at Elab=22
MeV. All the alulations use nb = 4 for the number of hy-
perradial exitations and the maximum exitation energy was
set to 8 MeV.
Rm = 200 fm.
First, we disuss the onvergene of the alulation
with respet the hypermomentum (Kmax) and the hy-
perradial exitation (nb). In Fig. 6, we show the alu-
lations with dierent values of Kmax = 2, 4, 6, 8 and for
the same value of nb=4. For a meaningful omparison,
in all these ases the three-body potential was adjusted
in order to give the same binding energy and rms radius,
for j = 0+ and the same position for the resonane, for
j = 2+. We found a relatively fast onvergene with re-
spet to this parameter. In partiular, the alulations
with Kmax = 6,8 and 10 are very similar (for larity,
the latter has been omitted from the gure). For rest
of reations the results are quite similar, ahieving the
onvergene for Kmax =6 or 8.
The onvergene with respet to nb for this reation
is illustrated in Fig. 7. For larity, we show only the re-
sults for even values of nb. Unlike the previous ases,
the onvergene rate found in this ase was rather slow.
Although the dierenes in the alulated ross setions
are less than 5%, the osillatory pattern at the rainbow
region hanges from one value of nb to another. A pos-
sible explanation for this slow onvergene rate is given
below.
In Fig. 8 we ompare the experimental and alulated
angular distributions of the elasti ross setion. The
dashed line is the one hannel alulation and the thik
solid line the full CDCC alulation inluding the ontin-
uum. The latter uses Kmax = 8, εmax = 8 MeV, nb = 4.
The one hannel alulation shows a rainbow that disap-
pears in the full alulation, in agreement with the data.
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Figure 7: Convergene of the dierential elasti ross setion
with respet to nb, for the reation
6
He+
208
Pb at Elab=22
MeV.
At bakward angles, the agreement with the data is im-
proved when we inlude the oupling to the ontinuum.
In order to show the ontribution of the ouplings to eah
j, we also inlude in this gure the alulation inluding
only j = 0+ states (dotted line) and the alulation with
j = 0+, 1− states (thin solid line). From these alula-
tions we an onlude that dipole ouplings are the main
responsible for the harateristi redution of the ross
setion at the angles around the rainbow. The strong
inuene of dipole ouplings might explain the slow on-
vergene with respet to the parameter nb found for this
reation. These ouplings are very sensitive to the exi-
tation energy of dipole states, whih appear at dierent
positions in our disrete representation of the
6
He ontin-
uum, as we vary the number of hyperradial exitations,
nb. By ontrast, in the
6
He+
12
C ase, dipole exitations
are very small, and this might explain the fast onver-
gene with respet to nb in that ase.
Moreover, we nd that the range of the form fators
[Eq. (14)℄ hanges signiantly for the dierent pseudo-
states as nb is hanged. This ould also ontribute to
the slow onvergene at sattering energies lose to the
Coulomb barrier.
VI. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
The ollision of a loosely bound three-body projetile
with a target nuleus has been studied in the framework
of the ontinuum-disretized oupled-hannels (CDCC)
method. A set of normalizable states, also known as
pseudo-states, is used to represent the three-body ontin-
uum of the projetile. In partiular we took the Trans-
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Figure 8: (Color online) Elasti dierential ross setion rela-
tive to Rutherford as a funtion of the sattering angle in the
projetile-target enter of mass for the reation
6
He+
208
Pb
at Elab=22 MeV. The full CDCC alulations uses nb =4 and
εmax = 8 MeV. Experimental data are from Ref. [60℄.
formed Harmoni Osillator (THO) basis, whih is on-
struted from the ground state of the system. Within
the spirit of the CDCC approah, a multipole expansion
of the oupling potentials has been developed for a four-
body system (three-body projetile plus a target).
The formalism has been applied to the reations
6
He+12C at 229.8 MeV, 6He+64Zn at 13.6 and 10 MeV,
and
6
He+208Pb at 22 MeV, taking into aount both the
Coulomb and nulear interations.
Overall, we nd good agreement between the alu-
lated and the experimental elasti sattering angular dis-
tributions. However, for the
6
He+12C reation at 229.8
MeV the alulations underestimate the experimental
data for .m. sattering angles beyond 10
◦
. The fat
that this eet was also found in previous analyses of
this reation [16, 45℄ suggests that the disrepany is not
related to the partiular features of our approah.
For the reation
6
He+64Zn at 13.6 and 10 MeV the
alulations are in fair agreement with the data, the re-
prodution being better in the higher energy ase. At 10
MeV our alulations do not predit a rainbow at around
50◦, a hint of whih is seen in the data, but is broadly
onsistent with the data within the stated experimental
errors.
In atual oupled-hannels alulations, the disrete
basis has to be trunated in the exitation energy (εmax),
the maximum hypermomentum (Kmax), and the maxi-
mum number of hyperradial exitations (nb). In all the
ases under study, we have found a good onvergene of
the alulated observables with respet to the parame-
ters εmax and Kmax. However, the rate of onvergene
9with respet to nb was found to depend very muh on
the spei reation. For the reation
6
He+12C at 229.8
MeV the onvergene was found to be very fast, with
nb = 2 providing fully onverged results. For
6
He+64Zn
at near-barrier energies, we required nb ≈ 4 for an a-
eptable onvergene. Finally, for
6
He+208Pb at 22 MeV,
the onvergene was found to be slow and osillatory. In
fat, our biggest alulation, orresponding to nb = 6,
is still not fully onverged. Beause of omputational
limitations we have not explored this question further,
as required to study the onvergene of the alulations
with respet to the basis size.
This work shows that the use of the transformed har-
moni osillator basis, developed in previous works, om-
bined with the standard CDCC method, provides a re-
liable proedure for the treatment of the sattering of a
loosely bound three-body projetile by a target. It will
be interesting to ompare this method with other repre-
sentations of the ontinuum, inluding the standard dis-
retization proedure in terms of ontinuum bins whih,
in the ase of three-body projetiles, requires the alu-
lation of the three-body sattering states. This work is
underway and the results will be published elsewhere.
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